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Abstract
In Asia, many documents processed in
offices are table-form documents. Hence
the automatic processing of table-form
documents is an important issue of the office automation research. In this paper, we
propose an efficient representation method
for table-form documents. The representation method is based on three types of line
segments. The line segments are normalized and sorted, hence the representation
method provides an unified and efficient
way for learning and recognition of tableforms. Based on this representation, a table-form documents may be learned
interactively with the user. After a tableform document was learned, it can then be
recognized and the data in data fields be
extracted.

1 Introduction
Table-form documents are very popular
in many Asian countries. One example is
given in Figure 1. Some researches had
been focus on the automatic processing of
this kind of documents, for example, [I]161.111[I], in order to represent the documents that are logically the same but
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are different slightly in geometric shape
as in the same class, a complex representation had been used. But in general, two
table-form documents that are different in
geometric shape are in fact different.
Hence, we propose a much simpler representation for this kind of documents. This
representation makes learning and recognition of the documents more efficient.
For brevity, we use documents to mean
table-form documents thereafter.
The remaining parts of the paper are organized as follows. In section 2, we
describe the representation method for the
table-form document. In section 3, the
learning process is described. In section 4,
the recognition of table-forms and data
extraction are described. Finally, concluding remarks are given in section 5.

2 The Representation of a
Table-Form Document
Previously, we proposed a stroke extraction method to extract the strokes in a
Chinese character[7]. This method extract
four kinds of primitive strokes, namely,
horizontal strokes, vertical strokes, leftslanting strokes and right-slanting strokes.
Use this method, we can extract all horizontal line segments, vertical line
segments and slanting line segments in a
document. Each line segment is represented by two end points Pl(x1, yl) and

Pz(x2, y2). For the horizontal line segment,
PI represents the left end point, for the
vertical line segment, P1 represents the
upper end point, for the slanting line segments, PI represents the left end point.
When the line segments were extracted,
we check if the table-form is skew and fix
the problem if it is skew. AAer all line
segments were extracted, the scale of the
document is normalized to LxH. We
choose L and H to be 400 and 500 in our
experiments. Then all coordinates of the
end points of line segments are normalized
accordingly.
All horizontal line segments are sorted by
their PI'S from top to bottom, and for
those with the same yl's, form left to right
then. All vertical line segments are sorted
by their PI'S from left to right, and for
those with the same XI'S, from top to bottom then.
slanting line segments are
also sorted by their
in the same way
as h~rizontalline segments are. A d0cl.lment is then represented by the number of
horizontal line segments, the number of
vertical line segments, the number of slanting line segments and the three sorted
sequence mentioned above. The representation for the table-form shown in
1
is also given in Figure 1.

3

Learning

The system must first learn a document,
then it can recognize this document &erward and extract the data from the data
fields of this document. Based on the representation method stated in section 2, the
learning process is described as follows. A
blank table-form document is scanned and
deskewed, if it is needed, three types of
line segments are extracted and a representation for this document is obtained. In
a document, there are three kinds of fields,

namely, the name field, the data field, and
the mixed field. A mixed field is a combination of name fields and data fields.
Using horizontal line segments, vertical
line segments and slanting line segments,
the boundary points of all fields can be determined. With a scanning of the interior
of a field, this field can be determined to
be a data field or a namelmixed field. We
provide an interactive interface for users
to spec@ those data fields in mixed fields.
User are also asked to provide some attributes for each data field through this
interactive interface. This information will
help the OCR recognize more easily the
text block extracted form the data field.

4

Recognition and Data Extraction

M e r a blank table-form was learned, its
representation is stored in the form library.
A filled-in table-form can now be recognized. It is first scanned and deskewed, if
needed. Then the representation consists
of the numbers of three types of line segments and the three sorted lists of line
segments are derived. A f ~ z z ymatching
between this representationand those representations in the form library is made.
There must be a table-form in the form
library which matches this filled-in tableform best. If the match grade of this tableform is greater than the predefined threshold, this table-form is taken as the form to
be recognized. Using the information
about the locations of data fields, text
blocks can be extracted from the data
fields in the filled-in table-form document.
These text blocks are then passed to the
OCR.

5 Concluding Remarks

In general, table-form documents that
have different geometric shapes represent
different documents. In this paper, we
propose an efficient representation method
for the table-form document. Based on the
representation method efficient learning
method and recognition method can be
derived. Because of the normalization, we
solve the problem of magnification and
contraction. Also, hzzy matching makes
the recognition more robust.
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number of horizontal line segments: 22
number of vertical line segments: 13
number of slanting line segments: 2

Figure 1. A table-form and its representation.

